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Contact Details 
  
Club office:  
 Telephone:  04-939-4167 
 Fax:  04-939-4168 
 Office open: 
  Mon & Fri 930am-6pm 
  Tue: sometimes 
   Weds & Thur 10am-2pm 
 Email address: 
   admin@ebymbc.org.nz  
 Web Page:    
  www.ebymbc.org.nz 
 
Postal address:  
  PO Box 14-496, 

   Kilbirnie,   
   Wellington 6241 
 

Physical address:  
   501 Evans Bay Parade,  

  Kilbirnie,  
  Wellington 6021 

 
Slip master / Bookings           

   04-939-4169 
 

Clubhouse (members) phone 
   04-939-4170 

 
Management committee contact 

details are on Page 11. 
 

The Spinnaker is produced 
quarterly, contributions (written 
and photographic) are welcome. 
 Editor:  Gavin Pascoe 
  027 309 8936 
  gavin.pascoe@gmail.com 

 
Black & White Advertising 
 Business card size $30 
 Quarter page $50 
 Half page $100 
 Full page $150 
Bulk orders placed in advance:  
 20% discount for 2 ads 
 25% discount for 3-5 ads 
 30% discount for annual 

contract. 
Colour printing is the same for 

business card or quarter 
page, but for anything larger 
is $220 for one issue or $800 
for a year. 

 
The Spinnaker is printed by 

AdPrint 
 60 Cambridge Terrace 
 04-384-2844 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
From the Commodore 
 

It has been a busy start to the 101st 

season with lots happening and still 
more to come before the Christmas  
New Year break. 
  
Despite some slightly dodgy weather, 
we have only cancelled all sailing on  
one day; and competition in most fleets 
seems to be hotting up.  It would, 
however, be great to see more trailer yachts on the water; if finding  
crew is a challenge do follow up the link on the weekly club emails and 
on the website designed to put available crew in touch with empty 
boats.  Having recently attended the presentation of certificates to the 
latest graduates of the Academy, I know there are several people keen 
to continue their sailing exploits and participate in Club activities. 
  
Due the weather, this presentation ended up being at a BBQ on Somes 
Island.  Despite the wind, it was a gloriously sunny day and it was a 
great way to meet our newest members.  It was also a reminder of the 
fantastic harbour and city that we live in.  Well done to Murray Thomas 
and Grant McNamara for organising. 
  
I am pleased to see that the boat roster system for helping with race 
management and rescue boats is being well supported.  It is a great way 
to learn about the ‘other side’ of sailing and it also eases the burden on a 
few dedicated volunteers to allow them to go sailing too.  Not only that, it 
is also good fun and you can learn a lot from watching others, 
particularly at mark roundings.  I would like to thank everyone who has 
put their names forward. 
  
As well as on the water activities, we have also held some well attended 
events in the Club house including a pot luck dinner and the recent Jazz 
evening on Sunday afternoons and of course the joint EBYMBC and 
RPNYC Christmas party.  More such events are planned for the New 
Year so look out for details in the weekly emails.  We welcome any ideas 
for similar events as we are keen to encourage broader member 
participation however we can. 
  
Participating in the volunteer side of the Club is a great way to meet 
members and learn more about the Club, so if you are able to help with 
any activities, small or large do let us know. 
  
Talking about participation, I would also like to thank those of you who 
attended the strategy workshop at the end of October run by Paul 
Davies.  Unfortunately, his report has been slightly delayed due to work 
commitments, but I hope to receive it before Christmas.  Along with 
Mancom, I look forward to focusing on the Club’s strategy early in the 
New Year.  I am also planning to involve our affiliate clubs.  In the few 
months in my role, I have become aware of some of the amazing things 
that these clubs are achieving and have invited them to share their 
stories with us.  I am hoping the first of these will be included in this 
edition of the Spinnaker. 
  
I wish you and your families a very happy festive season and look 
forward to seeing the Club continue to grow in 2020. 
  

 

 

mailto:admin@ebymbc.org.nz
http://www.ebymbc.org.nz/
mailto:gavin.pascoe@gmail.com
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The Spinnaker will be regularly featuring stories and information about the Evans 
Bay YMBCs associate clubs. This quarter we start with a piece supplied by Darren 
Kingi: 

 
 

Wellington Kayak and Kneeboard Club 
 

 

 

 
 
Since 2014 surf sport athletes have been training out of Evans bay yacht club, preparing for surf sport competitions. 
The flat water, club, facilities and affiliation with EBYMBC have contributed a great deal to the preparation of these 
athletes under the guidance of Walter Maxwell. 
 
EBYMBC have been alongside the athletes on crossings of Wellington harbour, Lake Taupo and Lake Wairarapa 
providing advice as well as logistical and safety support. 
 
The invaluable support and affiliation continue to help athletes of Otaki Surf Lifesaving and Wellington Kayak and 
Knee Board Clubs achieve some great results in their sporting arenas over the years. Results from this year have 
already started to roll in. A team of four competed in the National Pool Champs and punched well above their weight 
against teams of significantly larger size coming 14th overall while another four athletes were in Australia competing in 
the Coolangatta Gold. The results there were also highly commendable with a first in open men’s, first U19 men and 
third U19 women. 
 
We are very grateful to EBYMBC allowing the placement of two containers beyond the start box for us to operate out 
of. This has contributed a lot to the culture of the team and given them a sense of autonomy supported by the 
members of the yacht club. 
 
This coming season is shaping up to be an exciting one and we will keep you posted on progress and results. 
Thanks for making us feel welcome and part of a bigger watersports’ family. 
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Sailing on the Endeavour 
Written by Geoff Head 

 

As a young lad I loved reading the Hornblower novels and always dreamed of 

adventures sailing the oceans on tall ships. So when the opportunity came up to 

join the HMB Endeavour for the four day Picton to Wellington section of the Tuia 

250 expedition around New Zealand, I signed up without a second thought. 

 

The Endeavour was docked next to the Picton Interislander terminal and we met 

on the wharf at 0730 hrs for a welcome talk and the opportunity to meet some of 

the other crew. There were 36 of us volunteers (12 women and 24 men) and we 

were split up into three watches named after the masts; Foremast, Mainmast 

and Mizzenmast. We carried our gear aboard and after being shown around the 

ship we started our safely briefing and training. The first challenge was to climb 

aloft. The first time we were all very nervous. As you take that first swing out 

onto the rigging your heart is pounding, your legs are shaking, and your brain is 

desperately telling yourself not to look down. The last section you’re actually 

climbing outwards, but you concentrate on overcoming your fear and eventually 

make it up to the top without mishap. The main mast is 39 metres high and when you get out to the topsail yard arm 

it‘s totally exhilarating. Of course, by the end of the trip we were all running up and down the rigging like pros. 

 

The HMB Endeavour was launched in 1994 and is a replica of Captain Cook’s vessel in which he circumnavigated 

New Zealand in 1768. It was built to resemble as close as possible the original ship. Hull length is 33 metres, draught 

is 3.6 m and displacement is 550 tonnes. The deck below is known as the ‘18th century deck’ which has 

accommodation for all crew and officers. The 36 voyage crew sleep in one big area and we were shown how to rig up 

our hammocks ready for our first night. The 16 professional crew and officers have bunks. The deck below that, which 

on the original ship was the cargo hold, is known as the ‘20th century deck’ which houses the modern facilities 

including mess room, galley, bathrooms, and engine room. The ship, when not under sail, is powered by two Cat 405 

hp diesel engines with feathering props. 

 

We were introduced to all the sails and ropes. There are multiple 

sail names such as mizzen course, sprit topsail, fore topgallant 

plus the multitude of lines used to control the sails and yards such 

as brails, buntlines, clewlines, braces, etc. Learning them was a 

challenge and really a matter of practice. If you weren't sure they 

said, “just give it a tug and see what moves”.  All the ropes are 

made from natural fibres and the methods to coil and belay them 

onto different cleats or belay pins are very specific. The first time I 

secured a rope to a cleat I did the usual lock off on the final turn 

and was severely told off. “Never lock off a line on a cleat!” Didn’t 

get a chance to ask why but I guess it’s to make it easier to undo 

in a hurry. Often we had to just do what we were told without questioning. While orders were often shouted and abrupt 

there was never any swearing, sarcasm or rudeness - even when you stuffed something up.  

 

The master was a super mariner and real gentleman named Frank Allica. He advised that the voyage plan was to sail 

to Tasman Bay and Golden Bay subject to variation due to wind conditions. The Endeavour can’t sail less than 90 

degrees into the wind so if you want to go north in a northerly wind you can either give up or start the engines. A luxury 

Captain Cook never enjoyed. 

 

With a light northerly breeze, we left Picton motoring with both engines at just over half speed up through Queen 

Charlotte Sound. By the time we rounded Walker Rock off Cape Jackson the northerly had built to 35 knots and the 

wind was screaming through the rigging. At that stage the captain made the prudent decision to abandon rounding 

Stephens Island and instead to find an anchorage in Pelorus Sound for the night. We went into Orchard Bay on the 

leeward side of Forsyth Island where we learned the complex process of lowering the massive anchor and then 
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testing that the ship was holding well. We let out about 100 metres of rope (no chain) in about 20 metres depth of 

water. Even though we spent the night at anchor there was little rest. Every two hours a couple of the watch crew 

would be woken up to have a turn on anchor watch.  

 

 

Early next morning we learned that the plan was to sail east back 

towards Kapiti Island then down to Cloudy Bay. That evening I was on 

watch from 4am to 8am as we sailed south. The night was pitch black 

except for the stars and the compass light. It was nice to pick out the red 

lights on the Makara wind turbines on our port side and the leading lights 

of Tory Channel entrance as we passed it. Helming the ship to a 

compass bearing under sail doing 7-8 knots in a starlit night, and later 

glorious sunrise, was living the dream.  

 

 

Captain Frank then made the decision to abandon the 

rendezvous with Cloudy Bay to avoid a long motor into the gale 

force northerlies back to Wellington. Instead we sailed east over 

to Palliser Bay to anchor for the night just offshore from the 

Wharekauhau luxury lodge. The next morning, we weighed 

anchor and set sail for the Wellington Heads where we were 

joined by the rest of the Tuia 250 fleet including the two waka 

from Auckland and one from Tahiti, HMNZS Wellington, and the 

Spirit of New Zealand tall ship. It was wonderful to see the Evans 

Bay yachts Temptation, Coriander, Airlift and Grenadier join the 

flotilla as we did our grand entrance around the harbour during 

which I had a bird's eye view from up the mast on the topsail yard. 

 

So, was it a good experience? It was no cruise ship. We worked hard, learnt heaps and slept little, but it was certainly 

one of the highlights of my life and something I’d recommend to anybody who gets the opportunity. 

 

A great day was had by all at the recent Jazz Party 
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Dark Sun by Erika Grundmann 
(or Vagabond of the South Seas) 
A Review By Grant McNamara 
 
We held a celebratory BBQ for everyone that had participated in the recent Learn to Sail courses. Held at 
Somes/Matui Island on a warm sunny day, we all caught the Ferry over, as it was too windy to sail, and as always, I 
found the little museum there fascinating. But on that sunny Sunday I was somewhat shocked to recognise a face from 
a picture of interns taken in 1918. 
 
But before a reveal, let’s recap a few things you might know about our famous Johny Wray. Author of South Sea 
Vagabonds, a compulsory text for all NZ sailing schools, he was the hero of children and adults alike. His tales of 
sailing adventures both near and far set the scene for others’ daydreams. But the book was called Vagabonds not 
Vagabond; so who were these other vagabonds? 
 
There were a handful and one not many have heard of: George Dibbern and his yacht Te Rapunga. George was born 
in Germany and after a few years in the merchant navy found himself working in the Hawkes Bay. He tried every 
scheme going to get rich, but nothing ever worked. In the Spring of 1914, the Flanders Fields songbirds gave way to 
the horrific sound of big guns. And in sleepy young New Zealand, for many young men, adventure beckoned. But for 
those left behind to farm and build and sell, there were in their midst aliens as they were then called. Often looked on 
as potential spies or anarchists. Especially if they were German as George Dibbern was. All over NZ those aliens 
reported to their local Police station at least weekly. But as the European war dragged on and countless young men 
were slaughtered the anti-German feeling welled up. This eventually resulted in the coalition Govt under Massey to 
require over 500 aliens to be interned in three camps, all on islands. 
 
And so George was escorted from his then home in Dannevirke with an armed guard, by train, to Wellington, where he 
was shipped out to Somes. And there he remained until May 1919 when he, along with 241 other internees, was 
shipped back to war ravaged Germany. 
 
But George was determined, and I have to say selfish. Back in Germany George soon married and had a family. But 
life for Germany in the 1920s was miserable with unemployment and hyperinflation and demilitarisation. The Nazi Govt 
rise to power in 1933 gave hope for many but there were negatives too. And throughout this age of turmoil George 
itched to return to Dannevirke! What better way than to do so than by sailing yacht. So in August 1930 Gerorge waved 
goodbye to his family and departed from Kiel in Te Rapunga, a Baltic double ender. I’ll skip the adventures of this trip 
dear reader, but 3 years later Te Rapunga and George arrived in Napier. 
 
So what’s this to do with Johnny Wray you ask? Well in 1934 the second ever Trans-Tasman (Auckland to Melbourne 
that year) was hosted by the Royal Akarana Yacht Club. It had two entries, our George, the eventual winner sailing Te 
Rapunga, and Johnny Wray sailing Ngataki. Both vagabonds enjoyed their time together. At both ends of the race they 
shared stories, hosted parties and very much enjoyed their 15 minutes of fame. 
 
Not long after this George’s visa ran out and he set sail on a long trip throughout the Pacific and US west coast, 
eventually winding up in Vancouver. Yet again war caught up with George, and at the expiry of his visitor’s visa in 
1940, he was refused permission to remain in Canada. Setting sail. this time for Hawaii (pre-Pearl Harbour) where he 
hoped, but didn’t expect, to be allowed to stay. He wasn’t, so again he set off, now with his own designed flag and 
passport (George rejected Hitler’s Germany, not so the Nazi Govt for George) back to New Zealand where he 
expected, but hoped not, that he would again be interned.  
 
And sure enough on 24 January 1941 Te Rapunga arrived to check in at Napier Customs office. Amazingly there’d 
been no sightings of the little yacht on her journey and the papers had a field day. One headline read “Outrageous 
State of Affairs! German Breezing Round our Trade Routes in Yacht”. Another paper included in their article the valid 
statement “while every British country is fighting with its back to the Nazi wall, the outrageous position is presented of 
a German –owned, ocean going yacht sailing blithely into an important port with no more excuse for his arrival than 
that he’d arrived.” Papers also reminded readers of the German raider and skipper Felix von Luckner during WWI. 
 
So with pressure the Government decreed George an illegal alien, again, And again he was taken by train to 
Wellington and interned on Somes for the remainder of the war. 
 
He was a fascinating character, a charmer, a dreamer, deeply flawed, somewhat naive, and he never took 
responsibility for anything really. Before leaving on most passages too he’d manage to convince some young women 
to sail with him. By all accounts a brilliant speaker, and so he was able to keep himself in cash by telling tales of his 
adventures at local yacht clubs before passing round the hat.  
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The book about George is the opposite. It is meticulously researched, yet dull beyond belief. I’m an avid reader of 
history, but why some authors seemingly go out of their way to portray fascinating and exciting stories in the most 
boring and wearisome writing certainly baffles me. And this book, telling such a colourful tale, really is one of the most 
dull and monotonous books I’ve ever had the displeasure to read. Reading it has been a challenge, virtually every 
page a struggle with my perseverance. It’s so bad I’d be shocked and amazed if anyone has ever actually read the 
entire book and all its pages. 
 
 
Oh let’s talk just change topic here. Recall if you will the story of Genesis. In the beginning there was nothing, just the 
great void. It is similar in Maori mythology, with the void being represented as Te Kore. It was an absence of anything, 
where neither time nor space nor light existed, and so considered darkness. But the night came in to being as Te Po, 
and it was threefold: matter, time and space. With the mating of time and space the next step in creation was born. 
And this step is called Te Rapunga, literally the Dark Sun, or the start of the very first dawn. On the first dawn even the 
length of day and night hadn’t been conceived. 

 

  
 
 
The images above were taken when Dibbern brought Te Rapunga to Wellington for repairs after having run aground 
on the West Coast of the South Island. It had been a difficult salvage; with one man killed when the boat rolled on to 
him during the first efforts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Right: Dibbern with Te Rapunga at the 

Evans Bay slipway in 1958. 

Below: His passport, complete with 

legitimate Customs stamps and visas of 

NZ and Australia. Evening Post 

Collection, Alexander Turnbull Library  
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Hal Wagstaff 1930-2019 
 
Hal Wagstaff was born in 1930 in Wellington. He was a scion of the successful boating family which had been co-
founders of the Evans Bay Yacht and Motor Boat Club in 1919. 
 
Hal trained in Wellington as an architect. His interest in design widened as he became involved with Len Southward’s 
Redhead during the late 1940s. From Southward he received hands-on experience in developing hulls for speed, and 
Hal became the secretary of the Wellington Speedboat Squadron at about the age of 18. 
 
From an early age, Hal carried the nickname “Hurricane Hal” which some put down to the fact he was not the best 
racing sailor. This may be true when compared with his brothers - in particular Eric and Gary - but is hardly fair, as he 
had his own successes, not least winning the Cherub nationals as a crewman in Frolic, a boat of his own design in 
1955. Frolic was built exceedingly light and included an experimental and rule-bending mast of composite ply and 
kahikatea. 
 
Hal was not afraid of experimenting and put those experiments into real practice. 
 
Throughout his life he designed, built, tested, and tweaked over and over at an extraordinary rate. His retentive and 
quick mind fuelled his energy which was also well suited to administration, where he made it to the highest realms in 
international sailing. He was more than a “whirlwind” of activity, and the moniker of “Hurricane” well suited him in this 
respect. 
 
Not surprisingly, given his family’s previous success with the class, Hal’s first design was for an X-Class for his brother 
Warren. Built by their father, she was named Volant. He followed this up by designing, and with his crew, building a 
highly experimental (though still within tolerances) X-Class which, with its bluff bow section, was aptly named 
Bulldozer. Another unusual feature for a boat of this class is what appears in photographs to be a concave, or 
wineglass, tuck. Other X-Class boats were built to his designs through to the 1960s. 
 
In 1954 Hal entered the competition to design the new fibreglass X-Class. His design came second to Graham 
Mander’s 
 
Hal had a good friendship with the Mander boys, having billeted with them when he went with his brother Warren to 
Christchurch in 1945 for the Cornwell Cup (Z-Class nationals) regatta. Over the years the Wagstaff family returned the 
favour by billeting the Manders when they visited for regattas and events in the Wellington region. 
 
This relationship with the Manders helped cement an interest in the design and development of small centreboarders 
in Hal. His first attempt at an R Class was named Comment (1951) named in recognition of all the opinions received 
such as anyone who has ever built anything will be familiar. Hal came second with her in the Leander trophy regatta in 
Christchurch in 1952. In 1958 the Evans Bay club supported the Manders’ effort to make the R-class a national class 
by holding the first regatta for the class to be held outside Canterbury. In 1959/60 Hal designed Chamois, which won 
three national contests (Leander Trophy) in a row for Wellington crews. Chamois formed the template of what became 
generally known as the “Wellington type” R class. 
 
Hal went on to design the first International Moth in New Zealand, which he named Puriri (after the large native 
variety). The rules for the Moth class gave plenty of room to play in, which suited Hal. Puriri was successful, and the 
plans were soon highly sought after. He eventually sold around 300 – one of which even made it as far South as 
McMurdo Sound in Antarctica, where she was taken out for a sail by a helicopter pilot with the US Coastguard. In 1965 
Hal’s brother Gary won the National Moth Class championship in the Wagga Wagga, designed by Hal and built by 
Gary.  
 
During the 1960s Hal also began designing keelboats. Aside from an effort made as a 16-year-old which was never 
built (oh, to see those drawings!), his first design was basically a stretched-out R class, named the Shiralee. She won 
both the Evans Bay and RPNYC ‘B’ class championships in her first season. She later became well-known under the 
ownership of Alan Martin of the Royal Port Nicholson Yacht Club. 
 
In 1968 Hal won the competition run by the Royal Akarana Yacht Club for a ½ tonner design. Boats built to this design 
had quite a few victories in NZ and overseas. The most well-known local example is the Karamea. He went on to 
design other boats to the IOR rule, culminating in the Harmonic 24 going into production through the 1970s and early 
80s. Hal also designed the very quick 8.5m Arabesque (also using R Class concepts), the Compass 790, and a 
swathe of boats which generated a lot of interest, particularly in Japan in the late 1970s and 80s, where he sold many. 
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Above: Hal, at right, building the X-

Class Bulldozer with David 

MacLachlan and David Catchpole. 

His father Cyril “Bill” is in the 

background. Above right: Bulldozer 

under sail. 

 

Right: A very dapper Hal lining off 

an X-Class of his design at RPNYC’s 

Coene shed with “Chook” Fowls and 

RPNYC commodore Jack Cox 

(wearing hat) ca. 1960. 

 

Below: Two of Hals designs in 

Boating New Zealand, August 2011 
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Hals’ life in administration  
  
Hal first became involved in administration as an officer at the Evans Bay YMBC and the speedboat squadron from the 
late 1940s. In 1956 he became involved in Olympic team management, and continued to do so for decades to come, 
managing the NZ sailing team in 1972, and serving of the NZ Olympic Committee from 1970-1993. During the 1960s 
he joined committees of the New Zealand Yachting Federation (formed in 1952, now Yachting NZ). He became 
president in 1989. He also represented NZ at the International Yacht Racing Union (now the International Sailing 
Federation - ISAF). He became vice president in 1994 – the highest rank held by anyone from the Pacific rim. 
 
In 1981 Hal became a qualified international judge and officiated something over 50 international events in both 
centreboard and keelboats, including the Whitbread challenge. 
 
All this led to him being awarded many accolades from sailing bodies around the world including Member of the 
Olympic Order (1994) and the Long service ISAF gold medal (1998). He was awarded an OBE for services to the 
sport in 1985. 
 
Hal was a man who insisted that things always be done right. He respected tradition but was never bound by 
convention. He maintained his bright intelligence and involvement in the sport up to the time of his death, and 
definitely lived up to the name “Hurricane” Hal. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Left: Hal at the 

opening of the 

Evans Bay 

YMBC’s 

centennial 

season in 2018. 

 

 

Right: One of 

Hal’s famous 

“one line” 

drawings 

Far left: Chamois 

 

Left: Puriri 

 

Opposite: A 

young designer 

with a bright 

future. Hal 

Wagstaff ca 1950 
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